Résumé. 2014 Abstract 2014 We report numerical simulations related to two-fluid flow in porous media. We assume that Darcy's law holds for the flow of each of the two fluids, one of which we are injecting into the porous medium, the other being that displaced. We therefore initially solve Laplace's equation for the pressure. At each time step we then advance the interface between the two fluids by a discrete step at a single point chosen with probability proportional to the pressure gradient. We examine the full range of viscosity ratios, covering both stable and unstable cases, and measure the rate of growth of the length of the interface between the two fluids. When the viscosity of the injected fluid is low compared with that of the fluid which is being displaced, the predicted fingering instability is similar to results obtained via the Witten and Sander model of diffusion limited aggregation. As the viscosity of the injected fluid increases, the fingers become thicker and they grow more slowly in length.
Introduction.
It is standard practice, in the petroleum industry, to inject water into oil-bearing rocks in order to sweep out the oil. It is usually found that only part of the total oil is recovered : the water tends to finger through the oil rather than sweep it towards a production well. This fingering instability is well known [1] , and occurs because the viscosity of the water is lower than that of the oil. It is clearly worth investigating for commercial reasons, but is also of scientific interest because multi-phase flow in porous media is still poorly understood. In this paper, we present theoretical work which takes into account not only the viscosity of the oil, but also that of the water; the random properties of the porous medium are also, in some sense, included Darcy's law, which predicts that fluid flow within a porous medium is proportional to the pressure gradient, works well when only a single fluid is present.
It implies, when the fluid is incompressible, that the pressure is governed by Laplace's equation. The connections between potential theory and the theory of random walks [e.g. 2, 3] have therefore led several authors [4] [5] [6] to point out the relevance of diffusionlimited aggregation (DLA) [7] to multi-phase flow in either a Hele-Shaw cell or in a porous medium. In this analogy the growing aggregate corresponds to an injected fluid, which is displacing the fluid initially in the porous medium. However, the natural boundary conditions for DLA are those of an aggregate at constant potential. The aggregate therefore corresponds to an invading fluid of zero viscosity, with zero interfacial tension between the invading fluid and that originally in the porous medium. Kadanoff [6] Fig. If) there are no longer any fingers. The pressure gradient is uniform, since the two fluids have the same viscosity, and in particular, it is constant everywhere along the interface. At each time step the front advances at a point chosen at random; for our 160 x 160 grid, the probability of any one point being chosen is f3 = 1/160. Thus, for a given value of y, the x coordinate of the front will have a binomial distribution, with mean x = f3t, variance (x -X)2 = f3t(1 -f3).
(This approximation assumes independence of the various y values, neglecting the fact that the total number of particles is equal to the number of time steps t.) Note that this differs from the modified DLA model [10] figure 1 in terms of BuckleyLeverett saturation profiles [13] . A more careful study would also need to consider whether islands of fluid 1 should be swept along by the injected fluid. The motion of such o oil ganglia » has been reviewed by Payatakes [14] .
At each time step we record the x co-ordinate (the co-ordinate in the direction of flow) of the point which is added to the area of invading fluid These co-ordinates are plotted, as a function of time, in figure 2 , for a run with viscosity ratio K = 104. Growth is concentrated at the tips of the fingers, and the scale of figure 2 is such that the plotted points appear to overlap when growth is rapid. The slope of the upper boundary of the plot represents the rate of growth of the fastest growing fingers. Other dense concentrations of points, with lower slopes, represent slower growing fingers and eventually disappear. The scattered, isolated points in the bottom right-hand corner of figure 2 indicate that the interface between the two fluids continues to advance, albeit slowly, at points far behind the finger tips. Although growth at any one such boundary point is unlikely, because of the low pressure gradients, these points are so numerous that a few of them do indeed grow.
Meakin [10] computed the root mean square thickness srms of his DLA aggregates. A log-log plot indicates that Srms increases asymptotically as t".
Values for the exponent a, measured over the last 500 time steps and averaged over 5 runs, are given in figure 2 , agrees with both [ 15] and with the long-time development of miscible fingers studied experimentally by Wooding [16] .
The relevance of Laplace's equation to homogeneous flow in porous media is well known. When studying multi-fluid flow, however, an extension of the form examined here is speculative and can be confirmed only by experiments. At present we can do no better than to draw the reader's attention to the qualitative similarities between figures 1, 4 and the experimental results reported in [17, 18, 13] . These results were obtained in packed bead beds, using both miscible and immiscible fluids. Other experiments in etched glass networks [19] similarly show the effect of viscosity ratio on the stability of the interface.
